Argos Reports

Access Argos via my.bsu.edu. After signing in, follow the path below to the desired report or it can also be located on the Shortcut tab. These are the more commonly used reports and others may be available. Consult your respective super admin coordinator: Super Admins - Ball State University

1. To find your Majors:
   3. PRODUCTION - INB (Datablock Designers, Report Writers, Report Viewers)/ST/Advising/Department: Major by Degree

2. To find your Minors:
   3. PRODUCTION - INB (Datablock Designers, Report Writers, Report Viewers)/ST/Advising/Department: Minors

3. To find your Concentrations:
   3. PRODUCTION - INB (Datablock Designers, Report Writers, Report Viewers)/ST/Advising/Department: Concentrations

4. To find your pending graduates by Major:
   3. PRODUCTION - INB (Datablock Designers, Report Writers, Report Viewers)/ST/Advising/Graduates (Pending) by Major (Current/Future Terms)

5. To find your pending graduates by Minor:
   3. PRODUCTION - INB (Datablock Designers, Report Writers, Report Viewers)/ST/Advising/Graduates (Pending) by Minor (Current/Future Terms)

6. To find your pending graduates by Concentration:
   3. PRODUCTION - INB (Datablock Designers, Report Writers, Report Viewers)/ST/Advising/Graduates (Pending) by Concentration (Current/Future Terms)

7. To find your past graduates by Major:
   3. PRODUCTION - INB (Datablock Designers, Report Writers, Report Viewers)/ST/Advising/Graduates by Major (Prior Terms)

8. To find your past graduates by Minor:
   3. PRODUCTION - INB (Datablock Designers, Report Writers, Report Viewers)/ST/Advising/Graduates by Minor (Prior Terms)

9. To find your past graduates by Concentration:
   3. PRODUCTION - INB (Datablock Designers, Report Writers, Report Viewers)/ST/Advising/Graduates by Concentration (Prior Terms)

10. To look up General Student Information including current registration, past academic history and GPA:
    3. PRODUCTION - INB (Datablock Designers, Report Writers, Report Viewers)/ST/Student General Information

11. To find class lists by subject using multiple sections:
    3. PRODUCTION - INB (Datablock Designers, Report Writers, Report Viewers)/ST/Academic Departments/Classlists by Subject
12. To find class lists by department, course or section:
3. PRODUCTION - INB (Datablock Designers, Report Writers, Report Viewers)/ST/Registration/Classlists by Department, Course, Section

13. To find course information, enrollment, waitlist totals by various parameters:
3. PRODUCTION - INB (Datablock Designers, Report Writers, Report Viewers)/ST/Registration/Tally of ALL Courses with Enrollment and Waitlist Totals (Production)

14. To find student’s transfer courses:
3. PRODUCTION - INB (Datablock Designers, Report Writers, Report Viewers)/ST/Advising/Transfer and Advanced Standing Courses INB/Advising: Transfer and Advanced Standing Courses

15. To find your advisees:
3. PRODUCTION - INB (Datablock Designers, Report Writers, Report Viewers)/ST/Advising/NEW Advisees Primary and Non Primary Active/Advisees Primary Active

16. To find advisors assigned to students in concentrations:
3. PRODUCTION - INB (Datablock Designers, Report Writers, Report Viewers)/ST/Advising/Department: Concentrations/Concentrations with Prim & NonPrim Advisors

17. To find advisors assigned to students in minors:
3. PRODUCTION - INB (Datablock Designers, Report Writers, Report Viewers)/ST/Advising/Department: Minors/Minors with Prim & NonPrim Advisors

18. To find advisors assigned to students in majors:
3. PRODUCTION - INB (Datablock Designers, Report Writers, Report Viewers)/ST/Advising/Department: Major by Degree/Major by Degree with Prim & NonPrim Advisors